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Message from Managing EditorWhat is LIFE?
Let us Rejoice, Revive and Rejuvenate…
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LIFE IS WORTH LIVING!!
exercise, eat, seek entertainment and celebrate
holidays and special events. This has led to
major psychological impacts, causing people
to lose a sense of safety, predictability, control,
freedom and security. All that we are left with
are masks, sanitizers and hand washes, besides
self-quarantine and social distancing. But we
have to overcome all the negativities and
gather up courage and positivity in dealing
with the situation and welcome the New Year
2021 with immense hope and desire for health
and wellbeing. Just as every dark cloud has a
silver lining, the World too will recuperate.
Wish everyone a Very Happy New Year!!!
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Digitalization & FMCG Sector- An Era of Strategic Challenges
Ankita Chakraborty
M.Sc. Media Science
This is a generation where society is
preferring digital platform over the
traditional one. Along with these new
changes, many challenges are being faced
and to overcome these challenges companies
require to bring some alterations in various
aspect. One in this sector is the Fast-Moving
Consumer Goods (FMCG) also known as
Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG).
FMCG industry holds all products that have
high consumption rate and are sold quickly,
from households to personal care, snacks,
toiletries, everything that are consumed
regularly due to high consumer demand or
because they are perishable. FMCG
primarily functions on the two-level channel,
where manufacturers sell the product to
wholesalers, who sell it to retailers, who in
turn sell it to the consumers. The FMCG
brands that were earlier dependent on
traditional media, with their new option of
digitalization and growing awareness have
brought major changes in lifestyle. World is
now heading towards more digital, more
global and more expeditious era. More than
40% of the Indian population uses ecommerce platform for purchasing essential
accessories and stuff. E-commerce can be
referred to as business portals for buying and
selling of goods and services through the
internet.
Nowadays, with easier access to the internet
one can advertise their product in various
ways on different online platforms, in which
most commonly used is the Search Engine. It
is a form of internet.

marketing that allows sellers to promote their
websites by increasing its visibility via organic
or paid strategy. Google is the most used search
engine for online shopping. Search Engines
mainly works on keywords, which helps a
consumer to search and find the product through
common words. But due to the pandemic,
businesses are facing an adverse market situation
and there is a visible need to address those
complex strategic challenges.
Most FMCG retailers are choosing the digital
forum for their businesses. As they are new in
this platform, they are neglecting a vital point in
the digital platform that is the usage of keywords.
The keyword is a Search Marketing tool that is
used to connect a consumer with the relevant
product by use of words or phrases which are
used commonly. Lack of keywords can lead to
the downfall of the website traffic and can also
impact the growth of the business. Moreover, if
the ads are paid and keywords are not
appropriate or relatable to the target audiences, it
will attract wrong people which can hamper the
campaign budget. Keywords research and
maintaining its accuracy is a crucial part in
search marketing campaigns. With the proper
use of keywords, one can attract more target
audience and boost traffic on their website.
Businesses need to follow many protocols and in
order to maintain those codes, one should
constantly work on and analyze proper trends of
keywords depending on their target audiences.
As the FMCG sector being digitalized recently is
lacking a few vital points. When 'Tops' are
searched in Google search engine there are many
options where the products are being displayed
with similar or relatable products.
Continued on page. 2

Women and Religious Practices: A Social Discrimination
Shantashree Malakar
M.Sc. Media Science
After different study put forwarded in various
aspect it has been found that women are object
of suppression in field of education, economy,
and social power and in religious customs.
Female is thought to be the lower strata of the
society with less opportunities. This system of
suppression is since long time in different
countries, different religions and in different
communities. As of in our country there are
different issues related to women suppression
or which has reached the highest judiciary
level.

Sabarimala is a temple of Hindu God Ayyappan
who was celible and believed to be the son Lord
Shiva and Mohini. Once a battle was fought
between Mallikapurthanam and Ayyappan where
the former was defeated. After the defeat she
changed in to beautiful lady and told that due to
curse she was turned to a demons. And meantime
she declares her love for Ayyappan and wanted
to marry him. Actually he was celible so he won't
marry her that's why he told when no new pilgrim
will come to the temple he will marry her.
Unfortunately till today no such day came when
new pilgrims not visited the Sabarimala
sanatorium.

In recent time it is been found that Sabarimala
verdict creates lots of controversies in
common people. On 28 of September, 2018
Supreme Court of India released a order
where for the first time women was allowed
to enter the Sabarimala Temple.

In different opinions of different people it has
been told that women are not allowed inside the
temple just to honor the love and sacrifice made
by Mallikapurthanam for Ayyappan.
Continued on page. 2

-Drawn by Piu Sarkar
BBA (Hospital Management)
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Evolution of Graphic Designing

…An Era of Strategic Challenges

Kushaljit Dey
BSc Media Science

But when a specific product is searched it
shows a wiki description of the product, but
rather if with proper keywords if the product
along with relatable products are shown will
help consumers to purchase easily.

Graphic design can be termed as visual
communication, but with the help of
typography, photography, illustration, and
iconography, graphic design becomes an
important tool that cannot only help you
enhance your idea , but also can improve
and better help to convey your idea
beautifully. Basically graphic design is a
craft where professionals create visual
content to communicate messages.

As mentioned earlier, due to pandemic many
retails are now available on the digital platform,
but lack of keywords are creating problems for
consumers who are not so advance with the
digital forum.
Misinterpretation of data here is impacting the
businesses, wrong interpretation of data while
setting up the keywords lacks the point where
when a product being searched is not shown
properly or relatable sites are not shown either
paid or organic.

Feel the Beauty of Nature
-Photo captured by Arpan Ganguly
Bachelor of Travel and Tourism
Management

What is LIFE?
Indrani Mukherjee
Bachelor of Computer Application
Life can bring you “JOY”
Life can bring you “SADNESS”
Life can bring you “HATE”
Life can bring you “MADNESS”
Life can catch you off guard
Insignia of Desire
-Photo captured by Dipjyoti Das
Bachelor of Optometry

Can hit you fast and can hit you hard
It knocks you down to your lowest low
Until your vulnerabilities begin to show
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But it’s those little moments that you see

…Discrimination in Religious Practices

Life isn’t so bad for you or for me

Also it is told if women of reproductive age
enters the temple then purity and chastity of
Ayyappan would be hampered .And other
say Sabarimala is situated at top of the hill
and pilgrims go through too many hardships
and women can't bear those.

Love and hope emotions that are fulfilling

Along with all such conclusive ideas exact
reason behind all such controversies are not
yet found .When the verdict was declared
lots of campaigned, hartals all came out
opposing the verdict just as it allowed entry
of women.
This is certain kind of suppression towards
women .Not only this there are several other
such type of suppression within Religious
circle.
In Parsi religion, menstruating women were
not allowed to enter the Parsi fire temple and
also in Islamic religion women are forbidden
from entering the mosque.
All this kind of suppression are only towards
women gender. Isn't it a gender
discrimination? We worship female goddess
as symbol of power, strong and good versus
evil but in real life we discriminate women in
religious purposes.

In the year 1973 illustration William
Addison Dwiggins coined the term graphic
design. Paul rand (1914-1996) is
additionally the best illustrious for his
contribution to uplift graphic design into a
brand-new art. Super pain was the first
graphic design software, it was first
developed by Richard Shoup at Xerox
PARC in the year 1973. As time passed by,
Macromedia XRES was the pioneer
program of the earlier 90s. Currently, adobe
Photoshop is one of the best known graphic
designing software in the world have
created a good deal of custom hardware in
the earlier 90s, but was shortly subject to
various lawsuits.
GIMP is the popular open-source
alternative of adobe Photoshop, Currently.
Adobe Photoshop is one of the extensively
used software used by millions of graphic
designers around the world. Adobe
Illustrator, Affinity Design, Xara Designer
Pro X, GIMP are the few software used by
the designers nowadays as the software for
graphics were introduced the technique and
the technology behind it is upgrading every
day. Most importantly the Internet is the key
factor of all those advancements in this
technology.

So when you think about it
LIFE IS WORTH LIVING!!

‘Memories of yesterday, memories are
timeless treasures of the heart’
SKYLINE
-Photo captured by Sabarna Saha
BBA

-Drawn by Anirban Mazumder
Master of Business Administration
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সির্ভরতোর অিয িোম িোরী

জ োহেব জ ৌধু রী
এম. এস. সস, সমসিয়ো সোহয়ন্স
নির্ভরতার িাম িারী! দেশীয় সর্যতায় প্রনতটা ঘররই গুরুরের
নিচারর স্ত্রী অনিতীয়। িাঙালী ন িংিা েনিণ এশীয় প্রথা ও রীনত
অিু যায়ী পু রুষ’ই পনরিাররর অথভ উপার্ভরির প্রধািতম িযনি।
পিান্তরর, সি সহধনমভণীরাই (সিাই িাও হরত পারর) ঘররর স্ত্রী
সিংসাররর যািতীয় র্ারলামন্দ খুুঁ টিিাটি দেখর্ারলর োনয়ে পালরি
মরিারযারের পু ররাটা নিিদ্ধ রাখরত োরুণ নসদ্ধহস্ত। এটাই িাঙালী
িারীর বিনশষ্ট। প্রনতটা গুণিতী রমণীরই- স্বামী সন্তারির
প্রতযাশাগুরলা এ রশার্াে িখেপভরণ থার ; দতমনি সিংসাররর
সীমািদ্ধতাগুরলাও সারািণ তার সামরি আয়িার মরতা সম্পু ণভ
স্বচ্ছ সু স্পষ্ট থার ।
পনরিাররর সিার প্রতযাশার ধারি রর দসই মানি প্রনতটা
পেরিপ নিরয় থার ঘররর সি িারীরাই। স্বামী স্ত্রী’ এর অরিযর
প্রনত এই আস্থা ও নিরিনেত প্রাণ সহরযানেতার মরধযই বিসনেভ
শানন্ত-সুরখর িসিাস! এ র্ারি ‘পু রুষ ন িংিা িারী’ াররা
পরিই সিংসার র্ীিরি সিল হওয়া সম্ভি িা; অরেল অথভ নি ধি
সম্পনি থা রলও িা...! ের ার হরি স্বামীর র্রিয সহধনমভণীর আর
স্ত্রীর র্রিয স্বামীর আত্মতযাে। পু রুষ মারিই সারানেি ারর্র নপছরি
দেৌিঝাপ দশরষ মভক্লানন্ত ঘরর দিরা; এটাই নিতয নেরির রুটিি
অরি টা। তাই ঘররর নপ্রয় মু খগুরলার দচহারায় এ টুখানি সু খ
আিরন্দর দরশ দেখার র্রিযই যরতা প্ররচষ্টা থার পনরশ্রমী সি
পু রুষরেরই। আর দসই চাওয়া ও প্রতযাশার সাথভ দযােিল ঘটিরয়
শানন্ত সুরখর প্র ৃ ত পথটা সুেম রার আসল ার্টা রর িাঙালী
প্রনতটা িারীই! র্াঙ্গা েিা উত্থাি পতি এগুরলাই র্ীিি; অনিিাযভ
হরয় সামরি আসরি সারািণ। ঠিি সমরয় স্বামীর পারশ দথর
শনি সাহস ও মািনস র্ারি ঘররর পুরুষর চাঙা স্বতস্ফুতভ রাখার
ারর্ িারীর র্ূনম া প্রশ্নাতীত প্রমানণত। নিমভম সতযটা হরলা- স্ত্রী’র
সহরযানেতা ছািা াররা পরি দ াি র্ারিই সিল হওয়া সম্ভি িা।
োনম্ভ তায় সু খ আরস িা; িরিং সরর যায় িাোরলর সীমাহীি
ওপারর! সিল প্রনতটা পু রুরষর েরের নপছরিই তার সহধনমভিীর
অনস্তে সূরযভর আরলার মরতা সু স্পষ্ট। মা দিাি িযা সহধনমভণী সিাই
িারী! সমরয়র আিরতভ যারের র্াে সিল হরত হয় প্রনতটা
চনররেই...!
সহর্ সরল ও িরম দ ামল তারের হৃেয়; েয়া-মায়া র্রলািাসা ও
েরে সহািু র্ূনতর মমতাময়ী এ িাম িারী! আপি ষ্ট অন্তরারল
পাঠারত দশ্রষ্ঠ দসরা ও অনিতীয় িারী; এ এ দুঃসাধয সাধি!
র্ািরতই, থরতামরতা ঘু ম দর্রঙ্গ দর্রে উঠি মাঝরারত; ঝাপসা
আরলায় িা রুদ্ধ লু ন রয় দিৌ’এর মুখ পারি নিিভা দচরয় থান
অপল ! রারতর নিস্তব্ধতার নিনঙ্গরয়- নিথর শান্ত স্পরশভ ছু রয়
থান তার ....! মরিমরি িরল উঠি- সনর; র্ীষণ দ:নখত আনম!
দ ািনেিও র্ানিনি,

VISTA
-Photo captured by Soumik Banerjee
BBA

মরিও পরিনি এ টি িার; তাই দতা খিই িলা হয়নি দতামায়- “আনম
ধিয, র্ােযিাি; মু গ্ধ েনিভত দপ্রয়সীর র্ারলািাসায় নসি আমার হৃেয়!”
তুনমহীি শুিয আনম; অথিভ-অসহয, নির্ীি-নিস্প্রাণ দিুঁরচ থা া প্রনতনেি।
আমার সমস্ত নির্ভরতায় দতামার দেনখ; ‘িারী’ তুনম’ই আমার ঘররর
আসল লিী মানি....

• িযা- ররির উিরানধ ার!
• দিুঁরচ থা ার শ্বাস নির্ ঘররর- স্ত্রী!
• মা- আরলা’দত আিার আসল ানরের!
এই নতরির সাথভ দযাে দেরখ মু নি খুুঁ নর্ িারী’দত...
সৃ নষ্ট দর্যানতুঃ িম্রতায় িারী,
শানন্ত দসৌন্দযভ; মঙ্গল লযারণ তুনম িারী,
দস াররণ’ই- ‘িারী’ দতামার রমণী মহীয়সী র্ানি
অন্ধ ারর, আরলা- িারী!
দতামারত, নিশ্বাস-মমতা-র্ারলািাসা দেনখ!
র্ারলা’দত িারী; শানন্ত-স্বনস্ত, মু নি-নিশ্বারস তুনম িারী!
সু রখ িা দর্রস, আপি ষ্ট অন্তরারল পাঠারত অনিতীয় িারী
‘মা- িযা-স্ত্রী’ এই নতরির অনিিাযভ িন্ধরি,
আটর মু গ্ধ থান রাতনেি; আমার নির্য়ী দেখরতআপি মরি িীরি মু গ্ধতায় দতামার ই র্ারলারিরস নিমগ্ন থান ।
িারী মারি পু রুষ িা; পু রুরষ-িারীরত িারা আরছ দিশ খানি টা....
র্ন্ম ও র্ন্মোরি, সতয-সাথভ তুনম; দতামার প্রাণ দথর অনর্িােি
িারী!

Modhera Sun Temple
-Photo captured by Kaustavi Ray Chaudhuri
MBA

Water for Mental Health
Aindrila Ghoshal
B.Sc. Media Science
Mind is a reservoir of feelings, thoughts,
urges and memories. We perceive events that
Happen to us, our mind generates thought and
we act according to the thought generated. In
Other words our thoughts regulate our action,
influences the manner we respond or react to
certain situation. Healthy emotional diet
means to take care of what we watch, read and
listen. The information that one absorbs
should not be toxic. Consuming the right
information empowers us to create right
thoughts in every situation. There needs to be
a daily routine to balance all aspects of life.
We must take one minute break after every
hour to clean the emotional blockages like
anger, hurt, fear, jealousy that manifest into
physical illness. Mind can be healed by
feeding positive and good thoughts as we reap
what we sow. a positive thought helps in
healing the mind and acts as fuel for proper
functioning of the body. We must cut off from
technology at least an hour before we sleep
and after we wake up. Our very first thought
after waking up should not be a negative one
otherwise the chances of you being in bad
mood would ruin your entire day and you will
not get enthusiasm in any kind of work.
Similarly if you dump toxic information
before going to sleep your subconscious mind
projects random images related to that
particular event as dream. For physical
diseases treatments such as medication or
surgeries are required while the zone of mind
has entirely different approach. Psychiatrists,
counsellors and healers play a significant role
in encouraging the depressed, the anxious
people suffering from stress to heal
themselves through changing the thoughts.

Waiting for the Life
-Photo captured by Showvik Baidya
BBA (Hospital Management)
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Soul of Happiness
-Photo captured by Prof. Pinaki Chatterjee

A Blooming Beauty
-Photo captured by Mr. Arghya Paul

জেষ সবহেহের ক্লোন্ত ‘জসেঁ ু সত’
-Photo captured by Dr. Surajit Das

Editorial Team of
VOICES

Wait Till the Sunset to Shine Like a Star
-Photo captured by Dr. Rahul K. Ghosh
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Dr. Tapash R. Saha
(Director of IMS)
Managing Editor
Dr. Aparajita Roy
(Dean – Academic)
Editorial Members
Dr. Moumita Saha
(MBA Dept.)

Every Sunset is a New Hope
-Photo captured Prof. Soumak Sen

Dr. Snigdha Basu
(BBA Dept.)
Rays of Life
-Photo captured by Mr. Bivash Saha

Prof. Soumak Sen
(BBA Dept.)
Prof. Debansu Chatterjee
(BTTM Dept.)
Prof. Lovely Chatterjee
(System & IT Dept.)
Prof. Moumita Basu
(Media Science Dept.)
Technical Support
Mr. Saurabh Bakshi
(System and IT Dept.)
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Shantashree Malakar
(MSc Media Science)

A Day with Clarity
-Photo captured by Prof. Lovely Chatterjee

Above the World
-Photo captured by Mr. Saurabh Bakshi

All articles and photos and content published in ‘VOICES’ are written, created and captured by our students. We, the editorial team just helped them in the
procedure. It is forbidden to copy anything from this newspaper without permission.
For official contact- E.M. Bypass, 93, Mukundapur Main Road (Near Shankar Netralaya Hospital), Kolkata-700 099, West Bengal, India.
Phone- 033 2426-4168, 033 2837-1749, 7003196293, 9831637683, 8910688040. Email- imsbschool@gmail.com
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…Mental Health
Treatment is available as medicines but our
mind needs healing from within. If we get hut
easily or are unable to forgive or let go off our
past and move on then there are chances that
our emotional blockages will manifest into
physical illness. When we start meditating and
learn to calm our mental torments that would
help in emotional healing. Our acceptance of
what is happening with us and what has

happened in past plays a very vital role. If we are not
content with what we are getting and always running
after fetching something that we desire by any means
creates an intense pressure on mind. Happiness lies
in working for achieving your goals and not to be
postponed until you achieve. Buddha said “the mind
is everything. What you think, you become”. There
is truth behind this statement. If you can control your
mind, you can dictate the course of life.

"Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature."
-Photo captured by Aniket Dey
B.Sc. Media Science
Life can be hard for a single parent
Painting Meanings and inspiration
Rupak Bhattacharya
BSc Media Science
In this art-form manifests in not only subject
matter and artistic idiom, but also in the
materialist and style of my works that tend to
be subtle and critical at the same time. I
explore the consciousness uttermost frontal
state of mind of dynamic realism of human
race in multi-articular formats of human
perceptual imbalance of hectic life and
tradition with fear relating to inner & outer
world freedom terror. In an endeavor to attain
the desired result, I employ style as subject
matter vacillating at times, between the
realms of abstraction and naturalism within a
single frame.
I may juxtapose the human face against a
backdrop of Expressionism. I want to explore
the bitter 'realities' in the psychedelic
contemporary society, digressing with the
strong current of globalization and
commercialization.

Not only are there realms of realities, such as
TV and Internet, but also many conflicting
identities of one's own self.

Musical Couple
-Photo captured by Praggya Dutta
BBA

Divine Structure
-Photo captured by Srisha Chowdhury
BSc Media Science

‘ ে রোস্তোয় সোস জরে েোইি’
-Photo captured by Indrani Mukherjee
Bachelor of Computer Application

-Drawn by Madhurima Halder
BBA, Hospital Management

Eternal Peace
-Photo captured by Anindya Ghosh
BBA
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